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•  XTRF 
•  Software flexibility 
•  Ideas that work 

–  Customizable columns 
–  Virtual columns 
–  Customizable filters 
–  Manageable views 
–  Customizable reporting 
–  Charts 

•  Summary 
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•  Project  
–  Start: 2006 
–  Domain expert + IT expert + Marketing expert 

•  Technology 
–  Jboss AS, Hibernate, Spring, Velocity, Eclipse Birt,  

Jboss Seam, RichFaces and others (150 jar’s…) 
•  Distribution model 

–  single „ear” file 
–  licence server 
–  On premises & SaaS 

•  Modules 
–  Project management & workflow 
–  CRM 
–  Invoicing 
–  BI reporting  
–  more… 

The product 

Global management software for 
translation agencies and  
localization departments 



Software Flexibility 

The ability of software to change easily in response 
to different user and system requirements. 

Developer perspective ≠ Customer perspective 



 Developer/Architect perspecitve 
-  Software modularity (multi-layerd) 
-  Component/Service orientation (loosely coupled) 
-  Design patterns (IoC and dependency injection in particular)  
-  JDBC/JPA – no database vendor lock-in, power of ORM  
-  Just COOL 

 Customer perspective 
-  Cool only if it increases the business value 
-  Much more functionally oriented  

Software Flexibility 



•  Multiple languages of UI  
–  translation of properties (Strings externalization ) 

•  Data formatting 
–  Data, time (time zones), numbers and currency values 

•  Data localization 
–  Dictionary values (country names, language names)  
–  Email templates 
–  Document templates (Invoices, POs, etc.) 

•  Different ways companies work 
–  Project workflows,  
–  Integrated, cooperating software 

Going International 



Users’ perspectives 

XTRF instance 
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Scope for flexibility  

System instance 

Tenant 

Tenant Branch 

Tenant User Tenant partner 

Partner user Partner branch 

Partner user 



Additional columns in project browse 
•   (C1) customer address 
•   (C2) language combination, 
•   (C3) amount. PM name, email, 
•   etc 

CEO:  
 It is a very important customer ! 
 We must do it for him (only this one time…) 

Customer requirements (2007) 



Never allow for 
‚per customer code branching’  

unless you want to have multiple  
independent applications soon. 

Make flexibility your  
key functional requirement ?



Customizable columns (2008) 

No very innovative but…… 



Customizable columns (2008) 

Simplified,  
JPA annotations removed 

@CustomizableListElement 
@CustomizableColumnFinalElement 
@CustomizableColumnParentElement 



Customizable columns (2008) 



Customizable columns (2008) 



•  Functionality 
–  column selection based on the entire domain model 
–  changeable column sequence  
–  sorting 
–  paging with definable number of rows 
–  csv export 

•  Customizable for each individual user 
•  Default configuration 

•  Consistent, easily maintainable code 

Customizable columns 



The customer(s) opinion 

Great, but…  

we would prefer to have address in one column in two lines and 
some colours…  

Your customer is the ultimate judge of your solution 



•  Extends customizable tables’ column meta-model with 
artificial column 

•  Definition includes: 
–  localizable name 
–  Velocity script exploiting domain model 
–  html / raw mode 
–  access role 

•  Available in each view (also as a sub element)  
–  e.g. defined for customer but accessible in project browse 

•  Enables „collection attributes” access 

Virtual columns 



A long time ago in a 
configuration far, far away.... 

Virtual columns 



Virtual columns – result (2010) 



Virtual columns – result (2010) 



–  Hard to compose an attractive appearance 
–  Get broken with long name in some localizations 
–  Less and less space for results 
–  Ever-growing customers expectations 

•  PM, customer (city, country), language, dates,…. 

Searching Criteria – Filters (2008) 



Filtering insides 



•  Allow customer to define filter view 
–  Fixed / default values 
–  Hidden fields 
–  Date limiters 
–  Multi/single selects 
–  Auto values 
–  Limit number of results 

•  Reduce the implementation of filters to Filter’s class interface 
•  Move all filters to the left for easy GUI composition 

Filtering – the challenge 



Filtering  - solution 



demo 



Filtering  - result 



Filtering  - result 



Filtering  - result 



•   Initialized on system start-up 
–  filter consistency validation 
–  filter implementation generation 

•  Ultra effective and consistent code 
–  creation of a new filterable property: 

•  domain class and filter interface modifications 
•  proper annotations 
•  migration script for db (out of scope) 

–  no more broken queries  
•  e.g. addressing badly refactored attributes 

•  Extreme flexibility 
–  sub-filters 
–  persistent 
–  sharable 
–  filter subscriptions (email notifications) 

Filtering  - summary 



•  Hardcoded 
•  Poorly parameterized 
•  Limited 
•  Write your own reports if you know HQL…  

–  but DB schema/OO model evolution 

Reporting – the problem (2009) 



•  Allow user to define own reports using GUI 
•  Base reports definition on the entire domain model 
•  Table like reports and charts 

-  Aggregation functions (number of, value, relation) 
-  Defines report content (e.g. project ROI, number of projects, projects 

total etc.) 
-  Defines the base entity for the report (Project, Invoice etc.) 

-  Columns and rows grouping  
-  per customer, per PM, in given time: weekly, monthly 

-  Filtering  
-  Include only VIP customer, only finished projects, etc. 

-  Individual access rights 

Reporting – the challenge 



Reporting (2010) 



Reporting – charts (2011) 



XTRF - result 

•  130+ installations all over the World 
•  15+ full localizations 
•  25+ languages supported 

•  Ranked in the top 3 system in this market 
•  Own capital 

 We are offering localization expert services  
 and are open for partnerships  



The Core Team 



? 
From a  long-term perspective,  
flexibility is worth the effort. 
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